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About This Game

When evil forces awaken in the darkness, the world needs a team of heroes… But when these heroes are a ragtag bunch of
unskilled jerks, only the healer can save the day.

Healer’s Quest is a lighthearted Comedy RPG where you take on the role of the most underappreciated party member in any
fantasy realm: the Healer. Joining a band of inept misfits - a bossy tank, a handsome archer, a depraved mage, and a raging

barbarian - you must keep your party’s health topped up whilst simultaneously managing dwindling mana reserves.

Not only can your party be taken down when their health ebbs away, they can also be hit with a range of debilitating status
effects. It’s like juggling with magic, and the crowd hates you. If you let party members die, they may well go into a sulk in

subsequent encounters. Manage moods with magical curatives, death prevention, and witty dialogue choices.

Features:

Master 22 different spells to successfully buff your party to victory

Use in-depth skill trees and upgrades to carve out your own playstyle

Choose your karma alignment, each with its own dialogue options (Good, Evil, or Victim)
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Secure legendary loot for your allies

Heal, buff, and cure ailments

Keep everyone alive to avoid moody party members
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Title: Healer's Quest
Genre: Indie, RPG
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Rablo Games
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Rablo Games
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2018
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English,French,German,Portuguese
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Very good game.. tough but rewarding. buy. this. game. now. this is so fricking hilarious, and acts as both a spoof and a
surprisingly entertaining RPG game. the graphics are super cute and pleasant and every aspect of the game is planned out with a
little joke associated. would definitely recommend to all players.. n00b Ez..... Booting it up for the 1st time, I only stopped after
2.5 hours of gameplay because I need to go eat... Y'know, basic human needs. Just... wow... Never expected it to be so...
addictive for a little indie game. So, let's get down to the gritty basic rundowns.
Let's go with the bad stuff because I can count them out really fast since they might be removed later... I hope.
Cons:
1. Lack of controller support- Seriously, with a little thought, I am sure it is possible to implement it in the game. I've been
typing reports the whole week and having to ditch the controller for even more keyboard & mouse? Urgh... And here I am,
giving a review on mouse and keyboard...
2. Languages- There are only 2 available; English and French. I know of many Chinese speaking Twitch players and Youtubers
who'd love to run a playthrough of such games but... well... I doubt they are really great with either options. For one thing, I
believe this game is meant to emulate a parody of both Western and JRPGs which they love. It'd do the developers some good
with greater coverage and publicity from them.
3. Difficulty- Yeah, I understand that this game is meant to be hard to emulate the frantic chaos a doctor/cleric would face with
relentless medical emergencies on a busy hospital night but, daaaammmnnn, I regret playing it on Hard. My reckless party just
went dropping off like flies while I try to keep their sorry asses alive but a single lucky hit from the enemies can easily give you
a game over if you had not do some grinding to keep up with their output.

Pros:
1) Visual- The artstyle is extremely charming. Reminiscent of a very talented kid's crayon painting as she sketched out her last
D&D session.
2) Gameplay- The premise of the game is very simple (though hard to master), keep your allies alive. The simplicity of it really
brings out the pain that all Support classes faced... last dibs on loot and voting rights.
3) Music- It's quaint and brings out that JRPG feel to the game. Though not very memorable, it's definitely not jarring.
4) Humor- It's pretty funny, I can give it that. I never thought I'd laugh out loud so many times within 2 and a half hours.

I'd give it a solid 8.5 for now. If there is controller support and language patch for Chinese in the future, you guys who are
seeing it now may change it to a 9.5. I reserve that 0.5 for a possible better and bigger sequel.. Honestly wasnt expecting any
depth to this game at all when i picked it up. was pleasantly surprised that on the 'hard' difficulty it gives a fair amount of
strategy and thought to the play through. If you enjoy playing a healer in other mmo's and want something to play casually on
your laptop away from home this is perfect. Also comes with a fair amount of healer woes humor that any healer will laugh at
and understand.. This is a fantastic gem of an RPG. The graphics may be lite but the gameplay doesn't skimp in the slightest.
Challenging puzzle boss fights, a hoard of items and spell upgrades, intense healer action in real time, party members that insult
you for how bad you are, honest to reality internet trolls, the game has everything you need to simulate time playing an MMO
healer. You'll get hooked on it quickly and experiment with various combinations of abilities, learning over time as healers
usually do the right balance between mana efficiency, party buffs, recovery, and overhealing.

If you are a fan of traditional RPGs then you should like this game as well. It has all the elements of a traditional, albeit real
time, fantasy RPG including special attacks, health management, dungeons, and unique boss mechanics. Mix in some comedy
and the most dangerous inns in any world and you'll be sure to have a good time healing this thankless party of noobs..
Absoluely satiric, cute and great RPG! Help the 4 jaunty and ribald heroes Grumpy, Beauty, Murky and Tanky and join their
team as magician and healer. Fight against scelletons, vampires, succubi, bushwackers and many other bad and good guys. Learn
mighty spells and upgarde them with experience stars you earn (the secret spells are the best). Find or win magic artifacts that
can boost the abilities and powers of each of the members of your team. Thumbs up for this lovely game!
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The game is easy to play - a nice casual gaming experience. Spell skill tree is nice. However the game is extremely linear, and
you progress through one monster encounter with amusing plot text to the next. When you reach a monster you can't beat your
only real choice is to walk back and forth between previous monster trigger areas, fighting an identical 2 sets of monsters again
and again until your party has levelled up enough to be able to take the next set of monsters. Only you levelling up gives very
minor customisation upgrade, while all others levelling up just add a single stat such as +1 minimum damage. The current price
level (£10 on sale) seems too high for what you get.
Having said that, I've had a reasonable amount of fun - and when feeling tired and looking to relax, it can be nice to have a less
strategic more casual game like this available in the library. If the developer continues to work on the game to make it more fun
to grind then I might change to a thumbs up as I am at the 'very slightly below neutral' level.. A very amusing game. Challenging
enough to make it interesting. I've nearly made it all the way through. Still have to go back and beat a boss. Definitely
recommend.. First impressions, after having not played for super long.

The game is about as ridiculous as it says, and I got a good laugh from Character Customisation alone. All the other little jokes
along the way are quite good too, and I enjoy the humour a lot.

As far as gameplay goes, it's moderately complex, and faced with lots of abilities early on makes me want to find the optimal set
up... except that can wait until I learn not to run out of mana! It's fun, but requires quite a bit of focus. It's clear that failure is a
part of the game, and you shouldn't really feel bad about letting a character or two go down.

Normal difficulty is proving a fun time - I've come close to losing, but pulled through a couple of times I thought I wouldn't. A
pretty good balance, at least around the start of the game (yet to progress beyond).. Not only one of the best RPG parodies I've
seen, but one of the best RPGs I've ever played.
Highly recommended. Treat yourself. :). If you you like to play as a healer in RPG, then this game is for you.. Neat 4th wall
type game. I dig these like Pens and paper series. Healers Quest is a casual mix of clicker and rpg.
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